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“We Do Pioneering Work”: Learning and Exemplification of New 
Technologies in a Digitalised Agriculture 
 
The digitalisation of agriculture is on the rise. From planting robots and crop 
management apps to disease detecting software and automated tractors, 
globally operating companies are presenting “smart farming” solutions as the 
new future of food production. Much academic and public attention, however, 
has been paid to how everyday urban life has become more digital, automated 
and structured by algorithms, often to exercise surveillance by both private and 
public actors. In geography, there has been much debate addressing how such 
new technologies and the accompanying policies have travelled globally and 
are implemented locally in the urban through different scales and specific 
spaces of learning and exemplification (e.g. McFarlane 2011; McCann & Ward 
2011; Söderström 2014). There is way less literature and scientific inquiry of 
how these processes play out in the rural. Bringing the discussion to the sphere 
of a digital agriculture there is an opportunity to challenge the common 
understandings of how new technologies proliferate. This paper therefore draws 
upon empiricial data from a qualitative case study with a Swiss based but 
internationally operating start-up that has recently obtained the first 
authorisation in a joint effort between a coalition of private companies and 
public instituions to spray pesticides on vineyards and fruit plantations with their 
home made drone. The paper demonstrates in three main analytical sections 1) 
the actor-network, 2) the spatial dimensions, and 3) the entrepreneurial 
improvisation that co-produced in an assembling effort both the regulation and 
enablement of the sprayer drone. The example opens up the possibility of new 
understandings of how the exemplification, learning and implementation of new 
technologies are made possible. 
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